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About This Content

The Indus River valley was home to the early Harappan civilization while the Yellow River valley in China saw the rise of the
earliest Chinese dynasties. Both these regions are included on the same map.

The Cradle of Civilization map packs are Firaxis-designed maps of real-world locations. You can play random leaders in these
settings, or choose leaders appropriate to the history of these areas. The maps can also be opened up in World Builder, where

you can even create specific scenarios.
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Title: Civilization V - Cradle of Civilization Map Pack: Asia
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Sid Meier's Civilization
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP SP3/ Windows® Vista SP2/ Windows® 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2GB RAM

Graphics:256 MB ATI HD2600 XT or better, 256 MB nVidia 7900 GS or better, or Core i3 or better integrated graphics

DirectX®: DirectX® version 9.0c

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free

Sound: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Korean
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civilization v - cradle of civilization map pack asia

this game is pretty fun and i would love to see what they end up doing with it.. Reviewing Puzzles Under The Hill is just as it is.
Do you want to have a very angry mum run into your room and rip into your jeans? well i got just that and I am very happy with
the result. Big thumbs up.. Good gameplay, fast pace, fitting soundtrack. Unfortunately very few content (only a single stage and
only a single boss, no other game modes, no wave selection, no variety) and not rewarding at all. The few unlockables are bound
to challenges (the latter ones being extremely difficult), but those could not motivate me enough to play this game for more than
3 hours. It's good at the price, yet still disappointing in the end.. Outstanding purchase for a 99 cents. Great gameplay, good
humor. My only issue with it right now is the grouping, it seems to be a bit of a hassle to navigate without leaving a few behind.
It could also just be me not playing right. Either way, good job developers, this game is a load of fun. 8\/10 for me. I really
reccomend it. Come on, it's a buck.. This game has a big potential but I would not recommend it yet. 90MF is missing to many
important features to be consider as fun to play football manager (no advance lineup settings, no training at all, no staff and
facilities at all, no highlights animation - commentary only; all you have seen on trailer, screen shots or official web site are
advert materials NOT implemented in the game yet), all you can do so far is: create a lineup, set wether you want to attack more
or deffend more and play a match. Its on a way to early stage to ask for money to play it. In my opinion it should be presented as
free early alfa access only - whith I would not consider to play till full release any way.
The pros of the game so far: in game chat options are clear and intuitive :). This is a nice add-on if you are looking to add a
Royal Train into your scenarios on the UK routes. Just like the other Class 67 pack here on Steam. I like the cabview and the
locomotive is quite fun to drive as it does have some nice sounds as well in my opinion. There is a scenario included which is
okay to play. But for the price, it is good value and worth a try if you wanted to try the Class 67 before buying the full pack in
other liveries that is also available here. A slight correction to the description though. The carriages are actually Mk2 and Mk3a
type carriages, not Mk1 as advertised :). Worth giving it a try.

Overall Rating: 10\/10.. In the past I've used "Magic Set Editor" from source forge for free. There are plenty of templates and is
--for the most part-- easy to use. It lacks easy customization, and is hard to make a custom card from scratch.

According to reviews and the description of this CARD CREATOR, I thought this would be a big step up in terms of quality of
life improvements to the above mentioned program.

Running this program, I was met with a clunky, unintuitive UI. Could I learn over time how to use this smoothly? Possibly, but
actions I wanted to do seemed to take more effor than if I used a simple photo editor like GIMP. The only thing you can do
easily is cut up text/image fields into smaller fields... in fact its so easy it happens even when I don't want it to if I click too close
to a border.

Big issue number two was when I went to import the first image onto my first card-- the program crashed! (Mind you, I'm not
using a netbook or weak pc-- I'm running a gaming rig with a GTX 1080). Then when I was able to actually upload an image, I
could find no way to resize it other than "fit", "fit width", or "fit height". No option to manually change the size, and the steam
documentation page made no mention of it.

Then I went to add text to a card-- no matter what font, size, color, etc I picked, all the text look blurry both in the program and
when exported.

I have filed for a refund because at this time I don't want this headache. This program has potential.... but as it is now, at $18 on
sale, I cannot recommend it, especially with free programs out there that work better with far less frustration.. Pretty good
twitchy platformer with magnets and deadly spikes. Levels are varied and pretty short, so even though you die a lot, the game is
relaxing rather than frustrating. The main attraction is the fluid and imprecise movement from one magnet to another - so it
doesn't feel like it's "on rails". Sometimes you use magnets as catapults, and sometimes you swing on them. The look and feel
are unique and pretty nice.. Today I've been playing the PC version for the first time; I played on PS3 back in the day, and got to
the final area but never bothered finishing it (a trademark move of mine).
Man this game looks good in 4k - only the relatively (for today) low-poly character models betray the fact that I'm not looking at
an animated movie. It's a shame about the occasional frame drops, particularly that they're still there in 1080p, in the same
places.
Also really enjoying the soundtrack: I'm currently at Lake Bresha - Gates of Antiquity and have been sitting on pause, listening
to the music, for a good half an hour. A slight complaint is that the music is too quiet - options are always nice.
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I do not, however, consider it to be a good game, what with the gameplay loop of "check map for dead ends, go to them to open
chests, follow marker" and the battle mechanics where you end up just using auto-battle for the most part. Also a special
mention for the dreadful camera, the annoying characters and the confusing terminology.
Thankfully I can't remember the story: all I remember is that it's all corridors until chapter 10. And then it's back to corridors.

That said, the wonderful graphics, music and general presentation mean that I'm enjoying it, and the lack of attention required
for most of the gameplay is quite nice really.. very nice paint pack
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The problem with this game is that i played Melty's Quest and Treasure Hunter Claire before i played it.
Makina is good. But those 2 are much much better. Especially Melty's.
i highly recommend Makina as an introduction to the whole Kagura/ H-Games on Steam. just wait to play the better games.. I
have played probably something like 20 hours on my Wii when I first got this game. To this day it still is one of my favourite
games. However this PC port has more than a few glitches or bugs, sometimes causing the level to be uncompleteable. Still it is
a very good game that I recommend fully.. An interesting puzzle game that doesn't overstay its welcome, but doesn't leave you
wanting much more. Introducing new elements through each chapter keeps the "basic" gameplay of getting the critters to their
home pad interesting through the entire game.. Achievement Clicker is not a game, it is barely even a clicker, and most likely
will be done in an hour to two, if that. I did not actively play it, and had other games running on top of it while it ran in the
background, occasionally, I'd bring it up, and click once or twice, just to get the game to register it should still be drooling out
all those achievements. There isn’t a lot here. It is what it says it is, you want some Achievements, enjoy.

Would recommend to:
1) People who want some easy achievements

People who should not play this:
1) Anyone

When I wrote this review I played the game for 19 hours and 100% completed the achievements.. I wish you would of
mentioned that there was a newer game, or atleast put it on steam to, cause I just got decieved into buying an older game....
Thanks.
Good game still, reccomend, just annoyed that I could of bought the 2013 version instead, THIS IS NOT THE LATEST
WRESTLING SIM THEY HAVE 2013!. Hopefully there is no spoiler in my review.

The game process itself is quite boring, especially when you have played it for more than 4 hours and is still looking for the
right ingredient for your daughter's soul and collecting different creature. In my opinion, the most interesting part of this game
is the text, the letters that your creation write to Frost and the description when Frost kill them. The creations are showing their
one-way love to Frost and assuming Frost loves them, too. But the killing description shows that Frost don't even care about
them, but just act as he loves them or even not doing so. (Some letter shows that Frost ignore their feelings.) Those creatures,
from the beginning of their lives, is a tragedy till their end.. Very good game, one of the best third-person shooters, excellent
graphics with solid gameplay, a bit off on the voice acting and lip sync but i don't mind. 8\/10. Had a lot of fun with this game!
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